Chinese Government funds Global scientist

Published in the Journal of Neuroscience, Global/Crnic-funded scientist Huaxi Xu’s findings could explain cognition and Alzheimer’s disease in people with Down syndrome. Xu collaborated with scientists from Xiamen University in China, and the Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology in Singapore. Xu’s research was funded by Global and several other organizations, including the National Natural Science Foundation of China.

Film and TV star John C. McGinley featured in World Down Syndrome Day Video

Global board member, John C. McGinley adds humor and tens of thousands of views to the Saatchi & Saatchi PSA video promoting people with Down syndrome around the world.

Global experts share tips to help empower adults with Down syndrome

Global experts on adults with Down syndrome, Dennis McKeon, Ph.D., and Bryn Gelaro, LSW, point out common ways conflicts of power and control impact behavior in adults with Down syndrome and share strategies to reduce these struggles.

Global breaks records at World Down Syndrome Day celebration

Global celebrated the 12th annual World Down Syndrome Day with Governor John Hickenlooper, self-advocates, and Global supporters at the Colorado State Capitol. The Crnic Institute, a Global affiliate, announced $1M in funding for 13 investigators researching Down syndrome. Global also supported the 1st WDSD celebration in Uganda.

Illinois hockey player scores big for Global

Bloomington Thunder goalie Logan Halladay has been representing Global all season long on his hockey mask, which is decked out with the Global logo. After a season-long raffle for fans to win the helmet, Halladay donated all of the proceeds to Global. A huge thank you to Logan and the Bloomington Thunder!